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If you are playing a character in this adventure,
DO NOT READ THIS unless you want to spoil
all the surprises, and take all the discovery out of
your game.
Original Edeos Concept by:
Josh Robillard and Andy Schiller
This game can be played in one session (3-4
hours). It is a great way to introduce new party
members to each other, and makes an excellent
story seed for an ongoing campaign.

Synopsis: The PCs are bounty
hunters, seeking an awol gnome. But so
are a rival band of Drow treasure hunters.
Can the PCs beat the group of Drow Hunters to the prize? Even if they do, can they
evade their rivals before the wiley gnome
tries to escape? When the quest is complete, can the PCs convince the Duke to
believe their story?
Read or Paraphrase the following:
“It is a bright autumn day in the
City of Tenn, Duchy of Sarpadia, in the
Realm of Edeos. Your hearty band of
adventurers is relaxing at the Blind
Pig Tavern, enjoying a well deserved
rest from your last quest. The Inn is
quiet, save for the sizzle of the cook’s
grill, and the swish from the barmaid’s
broom. The only other patrons in the
Tavern this afternoon are a group of
seven Drow. Dressed in green leather
and armed with bows and scimitars,
they are obviously hunters. The dark
elves leer at you suspiciously, whispering to each other. The tallest of the
Drow rises and struts to the bar. He
buys a drink and begins to return to his
friends. On his way past your group, he
“accidently” bumps the corner of your
table, spilling several of your drinks
into your laps. He smiles sardonically,
continues walking, and pretends not to
notice.”
After the party’s comments and reactions, interrupt their actions by reading
the following...
“A Royal Page bursts through
the front door, ﬂanked by two heavily
armed City Guardsmen. A human boy
of about twelve years, his blue uniform

is of House Blaske. Clenched in his ﬁst
is an ofﬁcial looking parchment, which
he unfolds, and begins to read in a
shout:
“The Duke of Sarpadia, Sir Travin
Blaske, is seeking a worthy band of
adventurers for a noble quest. If your
group is such an honorable and skilled
party, he requests the honor of your
presence at the Royal House immediately. The reward for this quest will be
a chest of a thousand gold coins and a
silver key to the city.”
The page ﬁnishes with a nod, and
shoves the parchment into a pocket.
The room goes silent. The cook and the
barmaid bear a look of shock, as if they
had never heard of so much money in
their life. The band of Drow suddenly
rise, and head for the door. They laugh
at you and make faces as they pass
by.”
At this point, allow the PCs to interact with the Drow, the Page, the Barmaid,
or the Cook. If the party tries to pick a
ﬁght, remind them that the City Guardsmen are present, and the penalties for
public assault are quite severe. All interactions will lead to the party walking down
the street to the Royal House to hear what
the Duke has to offer. If there is a Drow in
the Hero’s party, roleplay the rival band’s
interest in recruiting the night elf. “We
could use one more with your skills, what
are you doing with these losers anyway?”
When the PCs arrive at the Duke’s
Residence, read or paraphrase the following:
“You are brought before the Duke
of Sarpadia, Sir Travin Blaske. The

middle-aged, muscular human sits on
a throne made from the skulls of many
slain enemies, polished to a glossy ﬁnish. His forbearance is made even more
intimidating by the ring of statuesque
guards that surround him, unmoving
in their full plate armor. He greets your
party and the Drow Hunters with a nod.
He then begins to speak in a booming
voice:
“My Royal Advisor, and Magic
Tutor, and War Councillor is a gnome
named Gilley Harpin. He has betrayed
me, and has run off to hide in one of
the many caves in the nearby forest.
I need you to hunt him down, capture
him, and bring him back to me to face
justice.”
The Duke then stands, as if to emphasize his point. “Under NO CIRCUMSTANCES shall the gnome be harmed!
He knows sensitive information which
I must obtain. If he is killed, you will rot
in my dungeon in a most unpleasant
way!”
He then sits down, and sighs.
Speaking more softly, he continues:
“Gilley was rescued from certain death
by my own hand, and was honor-bound
to serve me for seven years. It has
been six and a half years since, and
the wiley gnome has skipped out and
his remaining servitude. Skilled in the
magical arts, the gnome has also had
a past involving the use of sinister and
darker enchantments. Beware his illusions, as they have fooled even me,
many a time. After living in the Royal
House for years, Gilley has much information that I do not want to fall into
the wrong hands. For example, Gilley
has memorized the blueprints for a new
siege engine that he has designed. This

must not be sold to my enemies, lest
the advantage I have over my enemies
on the battleﬁeld be diminished.”
“The gnome must be convinced
to return. If he cannot be reasoned
with, he must be brought back by
force.”
The Duke snaps his ﬁngers, and
the Royal Page emerges, with an armload of magical devices.
“I have some helpful items to
aid you on your quest. Now, it seems
there are two parties who will seek the
bounty. Which of you is the superior
group?” He looks from your party to
the Drow Hunters, awaiting your response.
And so begins the ﬁrst skill challenge.
Another group of hearty adventurers
listens to the Kings speech as well. They
sneer at you and point, laughing under
their breath.
Remember that any PC attacking
(or even approaching) the Duke is met
with swift resistance from the advisors and
guards in the room. Their stats are found
at the end of this adventure. If the PCs
roleplay disrespect to the Duke, they automatically start the skill challence with one
failure.

Skill Challenge 1:
Brag about how your group is better suited than your rivals to bring back
this gnome. Goal: Convince the Duke that
your party is superior to the Rival Drow

party.
Intimidate, Insight, History, Diplomacy,
Bluff, Streetwise. 18 to succeed.
Failure=lose a healing surge. A PC
who fails suffers a -2 to any future rolls in
this skill check (cumulative). 8 successes
before 4 failures. Winning this skill challenge means that you’re picked to rescue
Gilly, and are given all three magic items
listed below. Failing this skill challenge
means that you don’t get the magic items,
but you still strike out to ﬁnd Gilly.
Magic Item: “Horses and Cart,
Just Add Water.” This is a small glass

vial of powder. Dumping the powder on
the ground and adding a few drops of
water summons two horses and a sturdy
covered wagon. The only destination that
the Horses will travel to is Castle Drakenstone, city of Tenn in Edeos. The horses
travel at 10 times the normal rate for
horsetravel.
Magic Item: Skunk Perfume
Knockout Grenade. This grenade rolls to
hit with the same stats as a normal thrown
weapon, range 5/10, but explodes in a
close burst 2. A successful hit makes each
target unconcious, save ends.
Magic Item: Net of Immobilization.

A successful hit with this net Immobilizes
the target until they can roll to escape a
grab DC 25.

trail continues into a low valley. Here they
are ambushed by the rival party. Read of
paraphrase the following:

As the party travels into the forest,
they are ambushed by a band of giant
spiders. Roll a +7 stealth VS the party’s
passive perception. If successful, the spiders win a surprise round. On a failure, the
party sees movement in the bushes, and
both sides roll initiative.

“The ground shakes. Tremors rattle
your teeth. Thundrous booms deafen your
ears. Boulders rumble down the hillsides
all around you. Looking back, a landslide
has rendered the path behind you impassable. You see several drow at the tops of
the hill pushing rocks as big as elephants
down the slope. You’ve stubmled into an
ambush! Your only course of action is
to rush accross the valley before being
smashed.”

Encounter 1:
Giant Spiders
Easy; Encounter Level 9, 2,000 XP
1 Level 10 Choldrith: 500 XP
2 Level 9 Feyspitters: 800 XP
2 Level 8 Bloodweb Swarms: 700 XP
Hard; Encounter Level 12, 3,500 XP
1 Level 12 Choldrith: 700 XP
3 Level 11 Feyspitters: 1,800 XP
2 Level 10 Bloodweb Swarms: 1,000 XP
Spider’s tactics: they try to surround
and immobilize the PC’s while attacking
from a distance.
After the party successfully dispatches the spiders, they continue to travel toward the forest. If the party is killed by the
spiders, a Tieﬂing priest of Grumsh resurects the PCs, who are then bloodbound
by the god (via geas) to do one task of his
bidding at a later undisclosed date. The
priest says that he will call on the party
when the time comes, then he wanders
off...
As the PCs approach the forest, the

Skill Challenge 2:
Roll the rival band’s stealth (+12) VS
the party’s passive perception. If you fail,
you blunder into it. If you succeed, you
see one of the brigands, which gives you
one automatic success before the trap
triggers.
Endurance, Athletics, Acrobatics,
Stealth, Nature, 18 to succeed.
Diplomacy and Intimidate can be tried,
but at a 25 to succeed!!! Failure = lose
a healing surge. If the PC has no more
healing surges, he instead takes 10 damage. Success means that the party has
reached the end of the valley, and is no
longer in danger from the tubling boulders.
Encourage the PCs to work together, picking up fallen comrades, etc. as the party
succeeds or fails this skill challenge as
a group. If the party loses this skill challenge, inform them that the three magic
items (if they were given to them) were

dropped in the mayhem, and one of the
Drow now holds them up proudly.
When the party succeeds, read or
paraphrase the following:

erbank, you see a fork in the river, and a
cave entrance. Gilley’s hideout is just as
the Duke described.

If the PC’s ask, there are no recent
tracks on the ground. Apparantly, the party
The band of Drow rangers stand at
has arrived before the Drow. There are
the top of the hill, shaking their ﬁsts and
no guards posted. The inside of the cave
shouting curses at you. They’re not happy is pitch black, so the party will need a
about failing to slow you down or stop you. light source. (The gnomes inside all have
By escaping their trap, you realize that you “Night Vision Goggles” and can see in the
may have a slight head start on them. If
dark.)
you hurry, you may arrive at Gilley’s hideout before the Drow band. Then they step
out of sight and you are once again alone.

Encounter 2:

As you travel South along the riv-

Gilley and Gnome Retinue

Goals; Capturing the Gnome, defeating his minions. You must use the net
if you have it. Otherwise, you must try not
to harm or kill Gilly. All the gnomes look
the same, so identifying which one is Gilley proves to be a challenge.

last Diplomacy roll to convince the King
that YOU are the ones who deserve the
bounty.

When I playtested this at Gatorcon,
the players decided to dress one of the
gnome cronies in bright clothing, and carry
Only through a successful diplomacy him at the front of the party. Gilley and the
or intimidate check (DC22) can the Heros other cronies were thrown into a sac and
determine which of the gnomes is Gilley.
put into the cart. When the rival band atEven if the party does determine which
tacked, they captured the gnome that they
Gnome is Gilley, all the gnomes have the
thought was Gilley, and escaped. Allow
ability to use the following skill: Confuse.
your players to concoct their own scheme
Two or more gnomes occupy the same
to fool the Rivals...
space. The party loses track of which
gnome is which.
Hard; Encounter level 12: 3,200 XP;
Atrox, Drow Hunter (Leader) Level 12:
Easy; Encounter Level 9, 2,000 XP
700xp
Level 13 Gilley: 800 XP
SideKick: Drow Arcanist Level 10: 500 xp
3 Level 9 Gnome Wolverines: 1,200 XP
Four Drow Adventurers Level 10: 500xp
each, 2,000 xp total
Hard; Encounter Level 12, 3,200 XP
Level 13 Gilley: 800 XP
Easy: level 8 encounter, 1,850 XP
6 Level 9 Gnome Wolverines: 2,400 XP
Atrox, Drow Hunter (Leader) Level 8; 350
xp
SideKick: Drow Arcanist Level 7: 300 xp
Four Drow Adventurers Level 8: 350 xp
each, 1,400 xp

Encounter 3:
The Rival Party

The rivals catch up to you on the
road, and you do battle. They knew about
the Horse and Cart, Just Add Water, and
knew its weakness: green apples!!! Will
you do subdual damage? If you lose this
battle, the Drow Hunter takes Gilly and
leaves you to lick your wounds. If the rivals capture the gnome, will you race
back and use diplomacy, bluff, to convince
the king that you were the ones to really
capture the gnome? Even if you beat the
band of Rivals, they STILL show up at the
King’s Court, and you’ve got to use one

Conclusion: When arriving back at the
Duke’s Court, allow Atrox to beat them
there. The lying Drow has already told the
Duke a deceptive tale of how it was the
Drow that captured Gilley, and the PCs
are immidiately put on the defensive.

Treasure Bundle for
Rival Bounty:
At the conclusion of this adventure,
each PC is allowed by the King’s Quartermaster to give up their share of the 1000

gold pieces in exchange for ONE item
from the Royal Armory...
+2 Lightning LongSword (Crit: 2d12 Lightning damage. Daily: on a hit, target is
dazed (save ends).
+2 ShortSword of Absorbsion (Crit; 2d8
Arcane Damage) Daily: trigger; you take
ongoing damage. effect; You instead take
no damage from ongoing sources this turn
or next turn.
+2 Lightning Bow; a bow without a string
that shoots a bolt of lightning. Crit; +2d6
lightning damage. Encounter: trigger; you
are hit by a lightning attack effect; you
take 1/2 damage from that lightning at-

tack.
Potion of Lasting Breath: allows the imbiber to go without breathing for 10 rounds.
Boots of the Bull; Encounter: when charging, add 2 to your movement speed, if
bullrushing, you can knock the target
prone in addition to knocking it back a
square.
+2 Orb of Shielding: Add +2 to AC while
holding this. Crit; +1d8 force dam Daily:
trigger; successful hit. effect; add +2 to
reﬂex and fortitude for the rest of the encounter.
+2 Wand of Seeing: You gain nightvision

5. Crit+1d8 radiant dam. Daily; trigger;
successful hit. effect;+10 to perception
checks to see hidden and invisible creatures and objects until the end of your next
turn.

Net of Immobilization: Ranged 5/10. No
Damage. Hit: target is restrained, must
make acrobatics check vs the net’s
strength DC of 22 to free herself. (-3 to
ranged attacks if not proﬁcient with nets!)

+2 Staff of The Bear - +2 to saving throws
vs ongoing damage. crit:+2d6 dam. Daily;
Domintate one natural medium size or
less animal (save ends).

Skunk Perfume Knockout Grenade: Targets each creature in zone. Creates a
zone, Area Burst 1, within 10 squares. The
zone lasts for 3 rounds. All targets make
a saving throw at -2 vs poison. On the
ﬁrst failed save, the target is unconcious.
Creatures immune to poison are immune
to the grenade’s effects.

+2 ring (hand slot) grants +2 to Fort, Ref,
and Will.
+2 helm of steel (head slot) Grants +2
to AC and Will, +5 vs charm and sleep
saves.
Ring of Adept Footing: +2 to Fort. When
any effect would knock you prone, you get
an immidiate save at +10.
Bedroll of restful sleep. Sleeping on this
bedroll for 6 hours gives the sleeper a full
extended rest (instead of the normal 8).
Sorry, it has no effect on trances.
Bracers of Reposte (wrist): Add 2 to your
maximum healing surges.
Brooch of Reposte (neck): Add 2 to your
maximum healing surges.
Heavy Shield of Heavy Shielding: +3 to
AC, resist 5 ﬁre. Daily: (immidiate reaction) trigger; you spend a healing surge in
any way. effect; you gain 5 temporary hit
points.
Cloak of Green Leather: regain an additional 1d6 HP any time you spend a healing surge in any way.

Potion of Healing (Heroic Tier) and 25
gold.

